Pulsed hydrogen/deuterium exchange MS/MS for studying the relationship between noncovalent protein complexes in solution and in the gas phase after electrospray ionization.
Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) has become a standard method for monitoring noncovalent protein-protein interactions. Studies employing this approach tend to operate on the premise that the ionic species observed in the mass spectrum directly reflect the corresponding solution-phase protein quaternary structures. However, dissociation or clustering events taking place during ESI may lead to disparities between the ions observed in the mass spectrum and the protein binding state in bulk solution. Recognizing the occurrence of dissociation or clustering artifacts is not straightforward, leading to possible ambiguities in the interpretation of ESI-MS data. This work employs on-line pulsed hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) for probing the origin of various species in the ESI mass spectrum of hemoglobin. In addition to the canonical hemoglobin tetramer, ESI-MS reveals the presence of monomers, dimers, hexamers, and octamers. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is used for extracting HDX levels in a subunit-specific manner. Dimeric species exhibit exchange levels that are significantly above those of the tetramer. Monomeric hemoglobin subunits are labeled to an even greater extent. This HDX pattern implies that monomers and dimers do not represent dissociation artifacts generated during ESI. Instead, they are derived from preexisting solution-phase structures. In contrast, hexamers and octamers exhibit HDX levels that resemble those of the tetramer, thus identifying these larger species as nonspecific clustering artifacts. Overall, it appears that the pulsed HDX MS/MS approach introduced in this work represents a widely applicable tool for deciphering the relationship between ESI mass spectra and protein quaternary structures in solution.